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ABSTRACT 

Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, countries have scrambled to set up data collection 

and dissemination pipelines. These data end up in various online datasets. While it has been 

evident from the beginning that these preliminary data produced by some countries are not very 

reliable, the mortality data from Serbia seemed particularly problematic. These data are 

included in all major COVID-19 databases and utilized for research purposes worldwide. 

Discrepancies were identified between the preliminary mortality data reported through the 

emergency necessitated system and the final mortality data generated by the regular vital 

statistics pipeline. The number of deaths due to COVID-19 in Serbia, as reported preliminarily, 

does not align with the final death toll, which is more than three times higher. To evaluate the 

impact of the problematic data on research, we identified databases that include these data and 

reviewed the articles that utilized them. Our literature review identified at least 86 studies that 

were impacted by these problematic data. We strongly advise researchers to disregard the 

preliminary COVID-19 mortality data from Serbia. If all-cause mortality data is available, any 

preliminary data should be validated using excess mortality. 
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List of abbreviations: 

CFR - case fatality rate 

SORS - The Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia 

WHO – The World Health Organization 

WoS - Web of Science  

GS - Google Scholar 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, countries have scrambled to set up data collection 

and dissemination pipelines to quickly produce and publish the data regarding the pandemic. 

These data include the number of COVID-related deaths. Countries started reporting the daily 

number of COVID-19 deaths. Online databases that aggregated these daily data emerged 

quickly.  

With its aging population,[1] healthcare system which requires a lot of investment,[2] Serbia 

was initially considered vulnerable to the impact of the pandemic. However, from the start of 

the pandemic in March 2020, the daily reported mortality data kept pointing to a different 
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conclusion. Serbia had few COVID-related deaths when compared to the number of COVID-

19 cases. Serbia's case fatality rate (CFR) remained below 0.95% at the end of 2020, and as of 

September 2022, the CFR has decreased further to 0.72%.[3] Based on the available data, 

Serbia's COVID-19 outcomes have been comparatively better than those of its neighbouring 

countries. In Europe, Serbia was among the best-performing nations, with fewer COVID-19 

deaths per confirmed COVID-19 case even compared to Norway. In contrast, countries that 

share similar demographics and socioeconomic profiles with Serbia, such as Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and North Macedonia, had case fatality rates (CFRs) that were more than three 

times higher.[4] However, after considering excess mortality data,[5–7] it became evident that 

Serbia's COVID-19 outcomes were more comparable to those of neighbouring countries rather 

than those of Norway or Denmark.[8] 

This study compares the preliminary COVID-19 mortality data from Serbia and the official 

vital statistics in order to determine the presence or absence of any discrepancies. We 

conducted a literature review of studies that use preliminary data on COVID-19 mortality in 

Serbia to determine the extent to which potentially suspect data is being employed in research. 

We discuss the implications of these findings, and provide recommendations for researchers 

encountering anomalous COVID-19 mortality data from Serbia in public datasets. We then 

provide general recommendations for handling potentially anomalous COVID-19 mortality 

data from other countries. This study aims to provide an analysis of the potential discrepancies 

between final official mortality data and preliminary daily reported data on COVID-19 

mortality in Serbia, with the goal of contributing to the scientific community's understanding 

of the situation. We highlight the presence of problematic data that continues to be published 

in major databases and used widely in academic publications. In addition, we conduct a brief 

comparison between the preliminary and final data from other countries to determine the extent 

to which Serbia stands out and whether such discrepancies exist in other countries. 

Material and methods  

COVID-19 mortality data  

We conducted a comparison between the aggregated preliminary, daily reported COVID-19 

mortality data from Serbia and the final vital statistics data, which is considered more reliable, 

with the aim of evaluating potential differences between these two datasets. The comparison 

was possible only for the first two years of the pandemic – 2020 and 2021 - due to the vital 

statistics publishing schedule. We conducted a month-by-month comparison of the two datasets 

from March 2020 to the end of 2021. The comparison between the two different pipelines for 

gathering mortality data is illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Final data – produced using a regular vital statistics pipeline (left), and the preliminary 

data – based on the new, emergency-necessitated system for producing COVID-19 data (right) 

Daily Reported (Preliminarily) Data 

The need for a faster distribution of pandemic-related data led to the development of a new 

centralized COVID-19 surveillance system, using a Unique and Centralized Software solution 

named ‘IS COVID-19’. This Serbian Ministry of Health’s database is run by the Institute of 

Public Health of Serbia – Dr Milan Jovanovic Batut and The Office of Information Technology 

and eGovernment.[9] The database is being used to report daily COVID-19 death count (among 

other COVID-19 statistics). These statistics are reported by government officials, distributed 

by the media, and aggregated into online COVID-19 databases. The first (daily reported) 

COVID-19 death in Serbia occurred on 20th March 2020. 

The Vital Statistics (Final) Data 

Gathering of vital statistics in Serbia is regulated by the Law on Official Statistics and Official 

Statistics Programme for 2021-2025 (and its earlier edition for 2016-2020).[10] As the 

exclusive provider of official government statistics, SORS is responsible for designing survey 

instruments and managing their implementation. Following rigorous quality control measures, 

including analysis and tabulation, the statistical data is released according to an established 

calendar and through designated publication channels.[10] The official mortality data for the 

preceding year is routinely released in July. As of the time of writing, the authors had access 

to the final mortality data for 2020 and 2021.[11] The detailed mortality dataset is available in 

the offline mortality database maintained by the World Health Organization (WHO), which 

currently includes data up to 2020.[12] The authors were able to obtain detailed mortality data 

for both 2020 and 2021 through a special request made to the SORS.[11] 

Search strategy 
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To assess the potential impact of the preliminary data from Serbia on research, the authors 

conducted a review of published research papers that had utilized this data. We used a two-

pronged approach. The first approach involved a direct examination of the sources of the data, 

specifically the Serbian government portals covid19.rs and covid19.data.gov.rs. The second 

approach examined databases that aggregate the preliminary data from Serbia. 

The search period for the present study extended from March 2020, when preliminary data for 

Serbia began to be reported, to September 2022, at the time of writing this article. 

The present study identified three main databases that contained preliminary data on COVID-

19 mortality for Serbia: the Johns Hopkins database,[13] Our world in data,[4] and 

Worldometer.[14] While there are other databases that aggregate daily reports from Serbia, we 

chose these three for their span, accessibility, widespread use.  

To identify research that may have been affected by the questionable preliminary mortality 

data, the authors conducted a search using two databases: Web of Science (WoS) and Google 

Scholar (GS). Appendix A contains a detailed description of the search strategy, including 

search strings used in the analysis. 

The authors conducted the GS search using the Publish or Perish software[15] and used 

Zotero[16] to perform DOI lookup and export bibliographic data.  

Eligibility 

The study included research studies that explicitly focused on Serbia and used the preliminary 

data. In addition, cross-country studies that incorporated the preliminary COVID-19 mortality 

data from Serbia in their analyses were also included.  

A significant number of research studies that cited one of the databases were easily excluded, 

such as those related to specific countries or regions that were not relevant to Serbia. Numerous 

research papers related to the pandemic cited the data from the databases in their introductory 

sections to provide overall figures concerning the pandemic, including the number of deaths. 

Research studies that reported on worldwide deaths caused by COVID-19 but did not include 

Serbia in their analyses were excluded. Although the worldwide COVID-19 deaths number 

includes the underreported numbers from Serbia, which technically could make the reported 

number incorrect, we assessed that this factor alone did not have a significant impact on the 

research. Due to the population size of Serbia, the potential underreporting could not have 

resulted in a significant difference in worldwide numbers. Nonetheless, we included research 

studies that reported the number of COVID-19 deaths specifically in Serbia due to the 

substantial absolute difference in reported numbers. 

All studies that employed the preliminary COVID-19 mortality data from Serbia in statistical 

analysis were included, regardless of their methodology (even though some analyses used 

methodologies that were more resistant to outliers than others).  

To determine if Serbia was included in the analysis, we checked whether it was listed in the 

main text, tables, figures, and supplementary data (where available). Several research studies 

utilized data from the affected databases but did not explicitly mention the countries that were 

included in their analyses. We excluded those studies unless they analysed a considerable 

number of countries, in which case it was reasonable to assume that Serbia was included in the 

analysis. The complete list of studies is provided in the Appendix B Table B.1 (research that 
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includes mortality data from Serbia) and Table B.2 (research that likely includes mortality data 

from Serbia). 

Citations 

We collected the number of times that each identified research study and paper was cited in 

both the WoS Core Collection and GS. The citation count was used as a criterion for selecting 

studies to address in the discussion section of this paper. The combined number of citations 

was calculated by summing the citation counts, without taking into account the number of 

distinct papers that referenced them. 

RESULTS 

Data Comparison 

The final detailed mortality data, generated through the standard vital statistics process, 

provided a more comprehensive view and revealed significant discrepancies between the two 

datasets. According to vital statistics data, Serbia lost 38,098 people to COVID-19 in the years 

2020 and 2021. However, the daily reported preliminary data indicated a much lower figure of 

only 12,717, which is nearly three times less than the final count. 

Although it is common for final data to differ from preliminary data, the significant disparities 

between the two in this case are noteworthy. By examining monthly death tolls, it becomes 

apparent that the differences have fluctuated significantly over time, ranging from 170% to 

520%. The considerable variability in the relative difference between the preliminary and final 

data prompts examination of the usefulness of the preliminary data for accurately assessing 

COVID-19 mortality at any given point in time. 

The timing of these variations is noteworthy, particularly given that Serbia experienced an early 

easing of restrictions in May 2020, followed by national parliamentary elections in May and 

June that featured large, in-person rallies and intensive campaigning (Figure 2). Interestingly, 

June 2020 had the greatest disparity between the reported number of deaths and the actual 

number of deaths according to the vital statistics data. 

 

Figure 2: Monthly COVID-19 deaths in Serbia for 2020 and 2021 – preliminary and final data 
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x – multiple preliminary deaths (i.e., ratio showing how many times more people died from COVID-19 than 

preliminarily reported). 

 

While this study did not extensively analyse the differences between preliminary and final data 

for other countries, we briefly compared these differences to those observed in Serbia. While 

variations were noted in other countries, they were not as pronounced as those seen in Serbia 

(Appendix D, Table D.1). Across 18 European countries, the final vital statistics data showed 

a mean increase of approximately 20% in COVID-19 deaths compared to the preliminary data. 

Impact of Preliminary Data  

Among the 675 studies that we reviewed on this topic, 96 studies were identified as potentially 

utilizing preliminary data from Serbia (Figure 3). Of these, 60 studies were published across 

50 different journals indexed in the WoS, with 42 having an Impact Factor (µ=6.25, min=1.169, 

max=39.19). These included papers from 37 different WoS Categories. The category with the 

most papers was Public, Environmental & Occupational Health (n=15), followed by 

Environmental Sciences (n=12) and Multidisciplinary Sciences (n=8). Most of the research 

papers had little impact on citation (Me =3/µ=10.32). While the majority of the research papers 

had limited impact measured by the number of citations (Me =3/µ=10.32), some had significant 

influence, with two articles accruing over 100 citations. The identified research was cited 603 

times in publications indexed by the WoS. 
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Figure 3: Process of finding the Serbian preliminary COVID-19 data being used in published 

research. 

 

DISCUSSION  

The vital statistics systems are considered the most reliable and definitive source of information 

on COVID-19 mortality.[17] The disparity between the preliminary and vital statistics data in 

Serbia, that we have demonstrated, is not what we commonly see in other countries. In the 

United States, the emergency system for tracking COVID-19 data named COVID Data 

Tracker, set up by The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,[18] produces data that 

closely resemble the data coming from the National Vital Statistics System.[19]  
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The comparison between the preliminary and final data from Serbia suggests a significant 

underreporting of COVID-19 deaths in the preliminary data, with the preliminary numbers 

indicating about three times fewer COVID-related deaths than the final data. While this 

underscores the potential limitations of relying on preliminary data, it also emphasizes the 

importance of using validated, final data for research and decision-making. 

The research we identified using the problematic preliminary data included a study 

investigating whether the BCG vaccine offered protection from COVID-19, which was one of 

the most cited papers.[20] In this study, the inclusion of Serbia in their analysis had a significant 

impact on the coefficient of determination. Such outliers could potentially lead to overinflated 

p-values or premature dismissal of a hypothesis without publication of the results. 

The importance of high-quality data has not diminished as the pandemic has progressed. The 

public’s confidence in government institutions proved to be a cornerstone of managing the 

COVID-19 crisis.[21,22] Any irregularities, or even the perception of irregularities, in data can 

erode public trust in government institutions, especially in the midst of a pandemic where 

public-health decisions about mitigation efforts need to be evidence-based. It is crucial to 

ensure the accuracy and transparency of data collection and reporting in order to maintain 

public trust and support for necessary public health measures. Underreporting can also 

contribute to a distorted perception of the severity of the pandemic among the public, 

potentially leading to underestimation of the risks and inadequate measures being taken to 

control the spread of the virus. In order to offer effective guidance on public health measures, 

Serbia requires a reliable epidemic intelligence system that can provide subnational 

epidemiological data for modelling disease transmission.[8] 

Causes of the discrepancy 

Can the differences in the definition of a case, that explain discrepancies between some 

countries,[23] also explain the discrepancies between the two datasets in Serbia? Our analysis 

suggests that the discrepancies between the two datasets in Serbia cannot be explained by 

differences in the definition of a case. While the technical details of the new system for 

collecting COVID-19 data are opaque, the available documents suggest the use of the same 

definition of a case as outlined by the WHO. The mortality dataset from the vital statistics 

provides information on two causes of death related to COVID-19: where the virus was 

confirmed (U07.1) and where its presence was suspected (U07.2). Out of all COVID-19 deaths, 

92.7% (35,287) were confirmed cases, while only 7.3% (2,771) were suspected cases.  

Others have highlighted the incongruities between the COVID-19 preliminary data and the 

excess deaths reported by the SORS,[24,25] and this topic of undercounting has also been 

covered by the media.[26] However, the causes of this discrepancy at the time of writing this 

article are yet unclear and require further research. 

What about other countries? 

While we need to recognize the importance of the newly established mortality data pipelines, 

it is also important to note that the vital statistics systems are the best source of information on 

COVID-19 mortality.[17] The differences between the preliminary and vital statistics data in 

Serbia appear to be more pronounced than in other countries. In the United States, the emer-

gency system for tracking COVID-19 data, set up by The Centers for Disease Control and 
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Prevention, produces data that largely corresponds to the data coming from National Vital Sta-

tistics System.[19] The UK Office for National Statistics' analysis of COVID-19 mortality data 

has been conducted more rapidly than in many other countries, where the data release processes 

can be lengthier.[27] 

During 2020, some countries faced concerns about the accuracy and reliability of their daily 

mortality data related to COVID-19. In certain countries, researchers raised questions about 

the quality of data on COVID-19 deaths, and there were even allegations of possible manipu-

lation or poor data quality.[28,29] Brazil[29–31] and India[32] were among the countries where 

these concerns were most notable. One study indicated that authoritarian regimes were likelier 

to manipulate COVID-19 data.[33]  

Detailed vital statistics data has been released in some countries, and in these cases, differences 

between the preliminary COVID-19 data and the vital statistics have been observed. 

Nevertheless, the disparities observed in Serbia are far greater than those reported in other 

countries, suggesting that there may be additional factors contributing to the discrepancy. There 

are two major consequences of the problematic preliminary data. Firstly, it raises concerns 

about the reliability of any preliminary mortality data and the degree of trust that can be placed 

in it in the time of crisis. Secondly, it can significantly change the outcomes of studies relying 

on it, which highlights the need for a standardized approach to handle outliers in publicly 

available COVID-19 mortality datasets. 

Recommendations 

As a suggestion to database curators, we recommend the removal of Serbian daily reported 

mortality data, as well as any other outliers that may significantly affect the reliability of the 

dataset. For example, French Institut national d’études démographiques database[34] does not 

include the Serbian data.  

In big datasets that encompass nearly all countries, outliers are inevitable. The preliminary 

COVID-19 mortality count from Serbia is more than just an outlier; it represents an extreme 

value that will skew the results of many analyses. We argue that researchers should be aware 

of these outliers and deal with them accordingly, either by eliminating them, or finding 

alternative data sources, which is challenging. 

Researchers should consider using excess mortality to validate preliminary data, provided that 

reliable all-cause mortality statistics are available. Unlike other indicators requiring detailed 

mortality data, excess mortality can be determined more easily, as it only requires the total 

number of deaths, which is typically more available than detailed mortality data. 

While it is easy to spot the discrepancy ex-post, how can a researcher know that the data is 

questionable ex-ante? Indicators such as CFR (which is part of the same databases) showed 

that Serbia had been a significant outlier within the Balkans since the pandemic began.  

If researchers need COVID-19 mortality data with higher time resolution, we recommend using 

weekly excess mortality data (which is available for Serbia).  

Editors and reviewers should also be cognizant of Serbia's COVID-19 preliminary data issue 

and examine how it may impact studies in which statistical analyses could be influenced by 

such an outlier. 
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Governments can benefit from prioritizing the development of robust systems and tools for 

releasing dependable preliminary vital statistics data. This approach can help prepare countries 

for future public health events that will benefit from ongoing and reliable monitoring of mor-

tality, rather than having to create alternative and limited data streams on specific causes of 

death. The benefits of stable and robust vital statistics systems capable of producing provisional 

data for mortality surveillance have been demonstrated in many countries, such as the US and 

UK. Reducing the lag in the dissemination of vital statistics data ought to be an important goal 

for the governments in order to enable quality research needed for evidence-based decision 

making.  

Limitation of our analysis 

While vital statistics data is valuable for its accuracy and completeness, the pipeline for its 

generation is incredibly slow by today’s standards. Our study's comparison was limited to 2020 

and 2021, while omitting another deadly year (in COVID-19 terms), that of 2022.  

It should be noted that our study only analysed a selection of prominent online databases that 

contained the problematic COVID-19 mortality data from Serbia. There are likely many more 

research studies, both published and unpublished, that utilize this data. As such, the full extent 

of the impact of this issue may be even greater than what our study was able to capture. 

Our investigation focused solely on the COVID-19 mortality data and did not address other 

data produced daily by the same pipeline in Serbia, such as the number of persons tested, 

number of confirmed cases, or the number of vaccine shots administered. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The challenge of inconsistent COVID-19 mortality data, as addressed in this study, will 

continue to persist in the future. As the pandemic has yet to conclude, Serbia continues to 

generate flawed data. Consequently, research studies that rely on these data are also increasing 

in number. 

Is it advisable for researchers to utilize preliminary COVID-19 data? For Serbia, the definitive 

answer is no. However, in a broader context, the use of such data may be acceptable, provided 

that authors, reviewers, and editors remain vigilant of any outliers and their potential to distort 

the findings. 

What about other countries? Serbia merely serves as an example of a more pervasive issue that 

could arise elsewhere, not only in the context of this pandemic but also in potential future 

pandemics. Researchers ought to maintain vigilance regarding this problem and, when feasible, 

employ excess mortality data to corroborate any preliminary mortality data they might be 

using. In cases where researchers have reservations or concerns about the reliability of 

preliminary COVID-19 mortality data, considering excess mortality data as an alternative is 

advisable. 

Database designers and managers should proactively incorporate quality control measures, 

cross-comparisons, and validation processes into their systems to ensure the integrity of the 

data being used by researchers, epidemiologists, and policy makers. Moreover, epidemiologists 

and policy makers should be mindful of potential data quality issues and exercise caution when 

interpreting and making decisions based on preliminary data, ensuring that policies and 

interventions are informed by reliable evidence. 
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Data statement 

Data is available in a public, open access repository at 

https://osf.io/769me/?view_only=3c3c83167e144a399332ded846983c8e (anonymised for 

peer review) 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A 

Detailed search strategy 

 

We used Web of Science (WoS) to search for references to the three databases. After 

identifying the articles citing these databases, we refined the search results to those mentioning 

mortality and those with names of countries and the word “global” in the title, keywords, or 

appendix, or those explicitly mentioning Serbia. That way, we included articles that involve 

cross-country comparisons (that could have potentially been exposed to the erroneous data 

coming from Serbia), and those that have something to do with Serbia.  

We used Google Scholar (GS) to search for references to the Serbian government’s sites. GS 

was used to expand the search beyond the WoS, as many Serbian journals are not indexed in 

the WoS. GS search also enabled us to find the research published in Serbian Language only. 

Search string for WoS search: 

Citations of ourworldindata (Cited Work) or owid (Cited Work) or Our World in 

Data (Cited Work) or worldometers (Cited Work) or worldometers.info (Cited 

Work) or 10.1016/S1473-3099(20)30120-1 (Cited DOI) or An interactive web-based 

dashboard to track COVID-19 in real time (Cited Work) or COVID-19 Data Repository by 

the Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity (Cited Work) and 2020-2022 (Cited Year(s)) and Africa (Exclude – Search within all 

fields) and Asia (Exclude – Search within all fields) and Deaths Or Mortality (Search 

within all fields) and "Excess Mortality" (Exclude – Search within all fields) and Countries 

Or Global (Search within all fields) 
 

Search string for GS search (performed through publish or perish software): 

  

("covid19.data.gov.rs" OR "covid19.rs") AND ("mortality" OR "deaths" OR "smrti" OR 

"umrli") 
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Table B.1 Studies that include mortality data from Serbia. 
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Table B.2 Studies that likely include mortality data from Serbia. 

Appendix D 

 

Country Preliminary Final 

Absolute 

Difference 

Ratio 

(Final/Preliminary) 

Austria 7486 6479 -1007 0.87 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 4050 4438 388 1.10 

Bulgaria 7576 8568 992 1.13 

Croatia 3920 4506 586 1.15 

Cyprus 120 131 11 1.09 

Czechia 11580 10570 -1010 0.91 

Estonia 229 203 -26 0.89 

Germany 33071 39886 6815 1.21 

Hungary 9537 8979 -558 0.94 

Iceland 29 30 1 1.03 

Latvia 635 701 66 1.10 

Lithuania 1800 2256 456 1.25 

Netherlands 11459 20212 8753 1.76 
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North Macedonia 2503 2810 307 1.12 

Poland 28554 41486 12932 1.45 

Serbia 3211 10356 7145 3.23 

Slovakia 2138 3726 1588 1.74 

Slovenia 2697 3399 702 1.26 

Spain 50837 74839 24002 1.47 

 

Table D.1 Differences between the preliminary (daily reported) and final (vital statistics) 

number of COVID-19 deaths in European countries with available vital statistics data for 2020. 

Source: WHO and Eurostat 
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